Nano-structuring impurity-doped crystals affects the phonon density of states and thereby modifies the atomic dynamics induced by interaction with phonons. We propose the use of nanostructured materials in the form of powders or phononic bandgap crystals to enable, or improve, persistent spectral hole-burning and optical coherence for inhomogeneously broadened absorption lines in rare-earth-ion-doped crystals. This is crucial for applications such as ultra-precise radiofrequency spectrum analyzers and certain approaches to optical quantum memories. We specifically discuss how phonon engineering can enable spectral hole burning in erbium-doped materials operating in the telecommunication band, and present simulations for density of states of nano-sized powders and phononic crystals for the case of Y2SiO5, a widely-used material in current quantum memory research.
Rare-earth-ion-doped crystals have been studied intensely for decades because of their unique spectroscopic properties [1] [2] [3] that arise since their 4f -electrons do not participate in chemical bonding. At cryogenic temperatures they can offer narrow linewidths [4] [5] [6] together with the possibility to spectrally tailor their broad inhomogeneous absorption lines [2] . These properties have led to many applications, including optical quantum memories [7] [8] [9] , signal processing [10, 11] , laser stabilization [12] [13] [14] , as well as ultra-precise radio frequency spectrum analyzers [15, 16] . The atomic frequency comb (AFC) protocol, particularly suitable for rare-earth-ion-doped (RE-ion-doped) crystals, allows quantum storage with theoretically unity efficiency [17, 18] . It relies on the ability to shape the inhomogeneously broadened optical absorption line of a RE-doped crystal into a sequence of peaks and troughs via frequency-selective persistent spectral hole burning.
Operating RE-doped crystals at low temperatures generally improves material properties. Yet, even at temperatures below 2 K, spin-lattice relaxation, i.e. thermalization of spins via interaction with phonons, still restricts lifetimes of spin states and contributes to spectral diffusion. This limits the ability to spectrally tailor the material and causes the homogeneous lines to broaden [19, 20] . For these reasons, erbium-doped materials, which are particularly appealing for quantum memory applications due to the 4 I 15/2 ↔ 4 I 13/2 transition of Er 3+ ions around 1530 nm, have so far eluded successful implementation of the AFC protocol for quantum state storage. Three important examples are Er 3+ :Y 2 SiO 5 (YSO), for which optical coherence lifetimes of up to 4.4 ms have been observed [21] , Er 3+ :LiNbO 3 , which exhibits a large oscillator strength accompanied by a very broad inhomogenous linewidth [22] , and the still relatively unexplored Er 3+ :KTiOPO 4 (KTP), which has shown narrow homogeneous linewidths down to 1.6 kHz [23] . The recent work on erbium dopedfibers apart [24, 25] , no efficient persistent hole burning involving electronic Zeeman levels [26] has been achieved in those materials [22, [27] [28] [29] . As we discuss later, the main limitation is the so-called direct phonon process, which we intend to suppress.
We propose the use of nano-structured materials to enable, or improve, persistent spectral hole-burning and optical coherence in RE-doped crystals. This is achieved by tailoring the phonon density of states [30] which restricts phonon processes responsible for relaxation of electronic spin states. The result is an improved performance for all applications based on spectral hole burning by providing long-lived spin states while simultaneously suppressing phonon-driven decoherence. Restriction of phonon processes involved in relaxation between RE-ion Stark levels has been observed [31, 32] in the context of understanding luminescence dynamics -but not yet for persistent spectral hole burning or optical coherence.
The paper is structured as follows: In the first part we recall the mechanisms causing detrimental electronic spin flips, specifically in the erbium-doped materials mentioned before, and discuss how the suppression of the direct phonon process influences spin-state lifetimes and spectral diffusion. The second part of the paper describes two methods for nano-structuring RE-doped crystals to suppress the direct phonon process affecting electronic spin states in Er 3+ :YSO. First, we show that powder materials can be used to inhibit phonon processes by introducing a cutoff frequency in the phonon density of states. Second, phononic band gap crystals with a structure optimized for the targeted material and arXiv:1504.02471v1 [quant-ph] 9 Apr 2015 application are analyzed, and numerical simulations for the case of Er 3+ :YSO presented.
Relaxation of optically pumped spin populations back to thermal equilibrium by spin flips is caused by phonons primarily via three different processes [33, 34] : the direct process where phonons directly resonant with the spin transition induce a spin flip, the Orbach process where two resonant phonons produce a spin flip via excitation to, and relaxation from, excited crystal field levels of the RE ion, and finally, the off-resonant Raman process where two phonons lead to a spin flip via inelastic scattering. At liquid helium temperatures, processes involving three or more phonons are negligible [34] . Crystalfield splittings give transition frequencies on the order of THz, whereas the levels that are optically pumped, typically hyperfine or Zeeman levels, are separated by MHz to GHz. The rates of the phonon processes are proportional to the phonon density of states in the material as discussed in [33] . Interestingly, the Debye approximation for the density of states
with V the volume of the particle and ω the frequency, breaks down for very small structures. In this regime, the density of states becomes discrete [35] and acquires a cutoff frequency below which no vibrational modes are possible and thus no phonons can exist [30] . We therefore predict that an ensemble of sufficiently small RE-doped crystals, or an appropriate RE phononic band gap material, will allow suppression of the direct phonon process responsible for the relaxation between the spin states. Here we focus on extending lifetimes of the ground-state Zeeman levels for persistent spectral hole burning and reducing spectral diffusion.
Phonons can directly limit the lifetime of persistent spectral holes, but other processes can also contribute. In this work, triply ionized erbium, which is a Kramers ion, is considered. Thus, the paramagnetic interactions of RE ions with neighbouring ions or with other impurities in the host can also significantly contribute to the spin-flip rate. For erbium-doped materials such as Er 3+ :Y 2 SiO 5 , Er 3+ :LiNbO 3 or Er 3+ :KTiOPO 4 , the total rate can be approximated at temperatures below 4 K by [19, 22, 23 ]
The second term represents the average rate of mutual spin flip-flops, i.e. exchange of spin states between two Er ions, where α ff is a constant, g is the g factor of the ions, µ B is the Bohr magneton and k is the Boltzmann constant. The last term corresponds to the direct phonon process and is proportional to B 4 T for gµ B B < 2kT , where the parameter α D characterizes the strength of the phonon coupling [33] . The constant R 0 includes all residual relaxation processes, which depends on the material. The Raman and Orbach rates are not considered here since they are strongly suppressed at low temperature [34] , particularly when the crystal-field splitting is much larger than kT as is the case for the materials considered here. The magnetic field dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation is illustrated in Figure 1 , which shows the total rate and its different components. The values of the different parameters slightly vary for the three materials cited above. The R 0 term is negligible in Er:LiNbO 3 [22] whereas the spin flip-flop rate is very small for Er:YSO [19] . Er:KTP has both an unusually small R 0 as well as an unusually weak spin flip-flop process so that only the direct phonon process significantly contributes to the field-dependent spectral diffusion, even at low field strengths [23] . However, in all cases the direct phonon process becomes dominant for magnetic field strengths of 1 T and higher.
From the above discussion regarding the spin-flip rate, the optimum operating point would seem to be at magnetic fields below 0.5 T. However, to reduce spectral diffusion and improve coherence properties, erbium-iondoped-crystals are often used in magnetic fields of a few Tesla. It has been shown that the maximum linewidth due to spectral diffusion can be described by [19] Γ SD (B, T ) = Γ max sech
where Γ max is the full width at half maximum frequency broadening caused by the magnetic dipole-dipole interac- tions between Er ions. One can see that Γ SD dramatically decreases with magnetic field and thus, spectral diffusion can be suppressed at high fields due to the increased magnetic order in the system. This leads to narrow homogeneous linewidths at high fields. However, high fields lead to increased spin-lattice relaxation (see Figure 1) . In addition to being detrimental to persistent spectral hole burning, this results in faster broadening of the spectral line to its maximum value, as shown in the effective linewidth after a time delay t [19] Γ eff (t) = Γ 0 + 1 2
Here Γ 0 is the homogeneous linewidth without spectral diffusion. Therefore, removing the direct phonon process will not only improve persistent spectral hole burning, but also slow down spectral diffusion, especially at high fields where homogeneous lines are narrow (see Figure 2 ).
Our specific goal is to eliminate phonons in erbiumdoped materials below the frequency corresponding to the maximum Zeeman splitting under an external magnetic field of around 1 T. This field strength is sufficient to suppress electronic spin flip flops at low temperatures and may be achieved using superconducting coils or simple NdFeB magnets. Note that, due to the large magnetic sensitivity of Kramers ions such as erbium, the Zeeman splitting in the ground state can be relatively large. For instance, in Er:YSO the g-factor along the b-axis is 13.6 [36] , leading to a splitting of 190 GHz/T. As we will describe next, inhibiting phonons at such high frequency requires structures with small dimensions.
Let us first discuss the case of small, possibly randomly oriented crystals. In order to suppress phonon processes we use the fact that the density of states of a particle features a cutoff at
where c is the sound velocity, d is the diameter of the crystal, and η min is a numerical constant on the order of unity. For a spherical particle η min is 2.05 [37] . Below this cutoff no phonons are allowed. In the region above the cutoff, the phonon density of states exhibits gaps before it transitions into a continuous function described by Equation 1.
To fully simulate the phonon density of states for a spherical particle, the eigenmodes must first be calculated. They can be separated into spheroidal-transverse, spheroidal-longitudinal, and torsional modes. The characteristic equations needed to calculate their frequencies have been derived first by Lamb in 1982 [37] and later described in a quantized form by Takagahara [38] . Each eigenmode is identified using three quantum numbers: the radial quantum number j, the angular momentum l, and σ, which specifies the type of mode. Using those eigenmodes, the phonon density of states can be written as [39] 
Each eigenmode is 2l + 1 times degenerate. We assume that the density of states is composed of Lorentzian shaped lines at the frequency of the respective eigenmode ω σ l,j and linewidth ∆ω. In the work of Meltzer and Hong [39] , the Lorentzian width was assumed to increase with the frequency squared, an empirical assumption that described their particular experimental data adequately. However, since there is no theoretical framework supporting this assumption, the width is assumed to be constant here.
In the specific case of Er 3+ :Y 2 SiO 5 around 1 T, we estimated from Eq. 5 that nanoparticles of 10 nm diameter would be suitable to suppress the direct phonon process. The phonon density of states for a Y 2 SiO 5 nanoparticle of 10 nm diameter, calculated according to Equation 6 , is shown in Figure 3 . Phonon processes at frequencies below 180 GHz are fully restricted since the density of states for those frequencies is zero. This assumes that there is no phonon propagation between the particles, an assumption that should hold in a lightly packed powder or in a powder embedded in a host material with a very different speed of sound. It is important to note that reducing the number of states is not in general sufficient to decrease the rates of phonon processes. This is because the phonon modes become more localized, leading to a stronger interaction with the RE ions. One therefore must ensure that the phonon density of states is zero over the entire range of interest. In addition, we note that in other RE-ion-doped materials where the direct phonon process is not dominant, the Raman and Orbach processes can in principle also be eliminated using nanoparticles [32] .
Using powders composed of many very small crystals does not allow for a deterministic orientation of each crystal, unless the material has a large dielectric or magnetic anisotropy in which case the crystals can be preferentially oriented by applying external fields [40, 41] . Averaging of anisotropic material properties over the random distribution of crystallite orientations generally leads to problems with applications such as quantum memories and with spectroscopy. In particular, it makes the control of critical parameters such as Zeeman splittings or the direction of the ion's transition dipole moment impossible. Furthermore, due to scattering of laser light, interaction with a powder sample is difficult. However, scattering may be reduced by embedding the crystals in a host material, such as an organic resin, that has a very similar index of refraction. At the same time, the embedding material should have a Young's modulus very different from that of the crystals' to preserve the crystals' phononic properties. If the size of the crystals is smaller than the wavelength of the interacting light, the scattering is further reduced or even eliminated since the powder can be treated as a bulk material with an effective (average) refractive index.
Crystal powders can be produced using several approaches. One method is direct chemical synthesis, and a variety of techniques, such as the sol-gel process [59] showing the points traversed in the band structure. [42, 43] , gas phase condensation [44] or precipitation [45] are possible. A thorough review of different growth methods can be found in [46] and references therein. Growing nano/microcrystals has the advantage of being relatively inexpensive; however, achieving properties as good as those in bulk crystals is challenging [47] . The most straight-forward way to produce nanocrystals is to grind a bulk crystal into powder using techniques such as ball milling. With this approach, sizes on the order of 10 nm are achievable by using very small grinding balls [48, 49] . However, reducing dimensions below around 10 nm may result in additional (detrimental) decoherence [39, 50] and lifetime limiting effects [51] .
A second possibility to avoid detrimental phonons is to create a phononic band gap material [52] [53] [54] , engineered to produce a band gap around the undesired frequencies. Such structures have been developed in the field of optomechanics [55] , where they are mostly used to shield resonators from detrimental phonons in the environment [56] and to control surface acoustic waves [57] . By changing the geometry and overall size of phononic crystal structures it is possible to optimize the band gaps for a specific application [58] .
Phononic crystal materials have the advantage of employing an oriented single crystal. This is beneficial for applications where a specific crystal orientation is required to optimize properties such as interaction strength, Zeeman splitting, and coherence lifetimes. In addition, the problem of contact between nanoparticles would be avoided. The fabrication of phononic band gap materials has already been explored for materials such as silicon or gallium arsenide [60] [61, 62] . Furthermore, it would be necessary to structure these thin films with nm precision. For LiNbO 3 this is possible using focussed ion beam milling [63] , as well as chemical etching [64] . For other host materials for which no efficient chemical etching process is known, only focussed ion beam milling has been used to structure the materials. This method has the drawback of being slow and is thus not preferred for the fabrication of large phononic crystal structures.
We designed and optimized a phononic structure for our application using finite element simulations (COMSOL). The structure is inspired by designs of Safavi-Naeini et al. [65] . We engineered our structure such that it produces a band gap around 178 GHz with a width of 3.5 GHz. Figure 4 shows the proposed geometry of the phononic crystal unit cell together with its band structure. This structure could be fabricated out of a thin film bonded to a substrate with very different Young modulus. We note that it is currently unknown how to create a structure of that size using chemical etching. However, using helium focussed ion beam milling [66, 67] fabrication of such dimensions is feasible.
In summary, we propose to restrict phonon processes in RE-ion-doped materials through nano-tailoring in order to improve persistent spectral hole burning and reduce spectral diffusion. We briefly discussed two methods towards this end -the use of randomly oriented nanocrystals and engineered phononic band gap structuresand described how our idea can be applied to well-studied Er-doped crystals. In turn, this would allow realizing AFC-based optical quantum memories operating at convenient telecommunication wavelengths and increase the performance of other applications that are based on persistent spectral hole burning or rely on narrow homogeneous line widths, as suggested in [68] .
